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Minister Dominic Gaskin launches tourism month 
 
Under the theme, “Tourism: Promoting 
Sustainability, Celebrating Diversity,” 
Tourism Awareness Month was 
officially launched on Wednesday, 31 
October. Several activities have been 
planned for November 1-30, including a 
Safari to Brazil, a Drones Tourism Expo, 
Restaurant Week, a Tourism Painting 
Competition and Scavenger Hunt. 
 
 
 
 
Speaking at the launch, Minister of 
Business, Dominic Gaskin, said the 
month is about spreading awareness of 

the benefits of tourism as an economic activity to us as a nation. He noted that tourists coming to 
Guyana expect standards of hospitality and service. “If we are not aware as a people, what their 
expectations are and what those minimum standards are, then it would be difficult to provide them with 
the kind of experiences we wish them to enjoy,” the Minister said. 
Referencing the theme of Tourism Awareness Month, Minister Gaskin noted that we are a diverse 
people with diverse cuisine, ethnicities and cultures. He suggested that this diversity should not be 
taken for granted. 

 
He added that sustainability should be promoted and managed. “Tourists are consumers, and if we want 
to increase visitor arrivals to Guyana, we are looking at increasing consumerism in Guyana, and that can 
have positive and negative impacts. So sustainability is important because we want responsible 
consumption from our visitors” Minister Gaskin stressed. 
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The launch took place at Duke Lodge in Kingston. 
Netherlands restores Guyana’s Dutch archive 

Ray Chickerie 

                                           
Minister of Social Cohesion, Dr. George Norton with conservation specialist Gabriela Beentjes – 
National Archives of the Netherlands 

Guyana, the former British Guiana, was a Dutch colony before it became a British possession in 
1831 and, as a result, over half of Guyana’s National Archive is in Dutch. After an agreement between 
Guyana and the Netherlands to preserve and translate the Guyana Dutch Archive, which was in tatters, 
the final segment of the project was completed and handed over to Guyana two weeks ago.       

To celebrate the achievement, the Dutch ambassador to Guyana, Jacob Frederiks, was in 
Georgetown. In addition, the head of the digitization department of the Netherlands’ National Archives, 
Arjan Agema, flew to Guyana to hand over the archive. 
“A large portion of documents related to Dutch history is now preserved and digitized following a 
collaboration which began in 2016, between Guyana and the Netherlands,” a press release from the 
government said. 

The Dutch have been interested in this project for some time and completed the digitalization 
and placed the Suriname National Archive online in collaboration with the government and University of 
Suriname about 15 years ago. However, the previous government refused to work with the Dutch on the 
project and made references to “Holland’s colonial ties to Suriname and the frontier dispute with 
Paramaribo”. The then interior minister said, “We won’t let any of our archive out of the country.” 
However, better sense prevailed and, with the vast technology and experience of the Netherlands, the 
project commenced and is now completed. 

“The repaired and preserved documents were handed over to the National Archives, October 1. 
Following a decision made by President David Granger, a team from the National Archives of the 
Netherlands took historic documents and maps, which they repaired and then made digital copies,” the 
government press release said. 

Agema explained the documents are accessible on the Netherlands archives’ website. He noted 
that very soon these will be accessible on Guyana’s National Archives website. 

https://www.caribbeannewsnow.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/norton_dutch_archives.jpg
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Agema said: “We are happy now to bring back the paper material as well as the scanned 
material so we can now show it. Nearly 100,000 scans on the internet, which helps the researcher for 
history and, at the same time, the material has been conserved for a long period. It was very brittle and 
damaged and now it is conserved so it can be kept for years.” 

As part of the partnership, 12 staffers from the National Library, Deeds Registry and the National 
Museum, University of Guyana Library, ministry of foreign affairs, General Registrar Office and the 
National Archives were trained in paper conservation techniques. 

Meanwhile, the United Nations has agreed to fund the digitalization of the Chinese, Portuguese 
and Indian indentureship records at the archive. 

 
Jacob Agema, Head of digitization, of the Netherlands National Archives, hands over the documents to 
Nadia Gamel-Carter, National Archives of Guyana. 
 

  
Save the children. Enroll them in the Queens Daycare and, Child development centre. Call Sister Elvira 
Moses at 2275093  
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Dr. Kumar Mahabir 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On October 30th 1884, 22 Indians were killed and 120 others injured in a hail of police gunfire at 
two Hosay [Muharram] processions in San Fernando. Included in the casualties were defenceless 
women and children.  

Many historians who have studied the event reveal that Hindus as well as Africans were part of  
the street processions. Historians also believe that never before had such a large, armed military  
force assembled in colonial Trinidad, or in any other West Indian colony, at any cultural event.  

Hosay is the commemoration of the death of the two soldier-grandsons of Prophet Mohammed  
who were killed in war in Iraq in 680 AD. The centerpiece of Hosay is the procession of taziyas made of 
cardboard and tinsel. They are symbols of the tomb erected over the remains of Husain, one of the two 
grandsons, in the plains of Karbala. Hosay is celebrated in Cedros and St. James in Trinidad. It has been 
banned by law in Guyana. In Jamaica, it is the second largest national cultural event. Hosay is not a 
festival, and it is not to be viewed or described as Indian Carnival. 

Banned in Port of Spain and San Fernando In 1884, the government banned Hosay processions 
from entering the towns of Port of Spain and San Fernando. This was tantamount to killing the best part 
of the parade. An Indian by the name of Sookoo, and 31 others, drew up a petition to the governor 
which was rejected. Sookoo felt that  the law was unjust and discriminatory, and consequently decided 
to defy the regulation with an act of civil disobedience. 

In the 1884 Hosay, each estate had its own taziya, accompanied by tassa drummers and stick 
fighters. There were processions from Wellington, Picton, Lennon, Rowbotton, Retrench, Estate, and 
Union Hall Estate.  Other processions came from Ne Plus Ultra, Corinth, Palmyra and St Madeline estate. 
It was a dramatic parade, attracting huge crowds of spectators annually in San Fernando.  Police 
detachments were strategically deployed with cartridges loaded with buck shots to scatter-shoot into 
the crowd. A contingent of 74 policemen was headed by Captain Baker at Mon Repos Junction. Twenty 
soldiers arrived by special train from Port of Spain. Twenty-one British marines were sent to Princes 

Anniversary                                
of the Hosay Massacre                         

in San Fernando 
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Town to reinforce the police. The British warship, H.M.S. Dido, rushed down from Barbados to anchor in 
waiting outside the San Fernando harbour.  

Armed forces were placed at the three main entrances leading to San Fernando. They were  
posted at the Les Efforts junction, which was a toll gate that lay at the junction of Cipero Street  
and Rushworth Street. At this point, 34 armed men, 20 soldiers and 14 policemen were stationed. 
The other entrance was at the point where Royal Road met Mon Repos Estate. The next (northern) 
entrance was where Point-a-Pierre Road formed a junction with Mount Moriah Road.  Through this 
entrance, crowds surged from estates like Vista Bella, Marabella, Concord, Bon Accord, and Plein Palais. 
Shooting people like fowls 

Few Indians believed that the police would shoot them down in cold blood. After all, they were  
simply participating in a customary religious procession. One survivor said that he did not  
believe that the police would “shoot people like fowls.”   

The massacre took place on a Thursday. On horseback, Magistrate Arthur Child read The Riot  
Act amid the thunder of tassa drumming, chanting, singing, and stick-fighting. Few Indians could have 
really heard what was being read. Even if they had heard, few could have understood English at that 
time. Child ordered the police to shoot at the procession at Les Efforts. Two volleys were fired into the 
crowd, followed by some sporadic shooting. Those in the front of the procession were mowed down by 
a hail of bullets. Taziyas fell to the ground. The dead and wounded lay in pools of blood in the street. 
There was shock and panic. There were shrieks of terror and cries of pain. Some ran into the cane fields.  
Others scampered for shelter from the bullets. 

At the Mon Repos junction, the stipendiary magistrate read the Riot Act. Shots were again fired.  
Again, tazyias fell to the ground, and men, women and children lay dead. The processions on the Point-
a-Pierre Road were speared gunfire because they were persuaded to turn back. The nation was shocked 
into disbelief. 

Sadly, the events surrounding this significant day in the history of Trinidad are known only by a  
few. October 30th 1884 has been overlooked in many of the texts that chronicle the nation’s 
experiences during colonization. The courage of these jahajis [indentured immigrants] martyrs  
who fought and gave their lives for the freedom to worship must not be forgotten. The fact that  
Hosay survives to this day is testimony that the spirit of these martyrs continues to liv 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jeremy Peretz is the 2018 winner of the GIHR Journal Prize. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                          

1. Women’s History magazine- $1,500 per annum 

2. Lessons in Guyanese History -$1,600 

3. Guyana Institute of Historical Research Journal- $1,600.  

4. Outline in Guyanese History-$500. 

5. GIHR Book  marks $40. 

6. KIDS Illustrated History Series $500.-$800. 
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The Guyana Institute of Historical Research invites all interested researchers to 
submit articles to the GIHR Journal.  A prize will be awarded in 2019, to one of 
the submissions.  Article must be refereed. 
Thank you. 
 

 
 
1. Cleaning. 
2. Employment 
3. Event planning 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like and share Yahweh services Guyana on face book  
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By  

Dr Kumar Mahabir 
            
Trinidad and Tobago - the land of Carnival, steelband, tassa, calypso and chutney - is the same  
country that produces a unique brand of Divali to the world. In fact, the annual Hindu Festival of  
Lights has become Trinidad’s largest, national, open-air festival, second only to Carnival.  

Divali is a welcome alternative to the rambunctious indulgence in meat, alcohol, party and  
“wine”. The festival is arguably the largest vegetarian, alcohol-free festival in the Caribbean, if  
not the Western Hemisphere. Divali is an event that the Ministry of Tourism can market as a  
major attraction in the fastest-growing, international marketplace of spiritual tourism. 

Divali is one of the festivals which establishes Trinidad as a multi-religious, multi-ethnic society. 
Hindus comprise the second-largest religious group (24%) after Roman Catholics in the twin- 
island’s population of 1.3 million people.  
The inaugural issue 

The inaugural issue of our Divali magazine began in 2000 and is still running strong after 18  
continuous editions. For 18 unbroken years, it has been produced by the Indo-Caribbean Cultural 
Centre (ICC) based in San Juan in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). 

The quality of the other Divali magazine that has survived cannot be compared to the distinction  
of the content and appearance of our annual publication. Printed in full colour on glossy paper,  
the cutting edge of our special-interest magazine lies in its visual and intellectual strength. 

Our thematic approach is unique. The selected themes are based on research and analysis that 
are exclusive to our publications, e.g. Hindu sects in Trinidad and Tobago, Paintings on Hinduism, Janeo: 
The Hindu student admission ceremony, and Chatti and Barahe - 6th and 12th day Hindu childbirth 
ceremonies. 

Our balanced breadth of content brings hidden, unknown and marginalised topics to a public  
audience as well as new perspectives to old topics, e.g. Temples and Tourism in Trinidad and  
Tobago; Caribbean Indian Fashion; and Cultural ecology or, alternatively, religion and the  
environment. 

Our articles are written in simple language by our qualified and skilled editorial team for a  
popular readership. The language is simple, but not simplistic because it conceals intellectual  
depth and thorough research. 
The Hindu heritage in the Caribbean 

The expectation is that the knowledge produced in our magazine will contribute to a better  
understanding, respect, appreciation and acceptance of one another in our multi-ethnic society.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Celebrating 18 editions of a 
leading Divali magazine 
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By Solomon Kibriye 
On 25 October 2018, Mr. Solomon Kibriye wrote: 
 
Today for the first time in one hundred and two years, a woman has been 
seated as head of state in ancient Ethiopia. 

After President Mulatu Teshome submitted his resignation 
yesterday as President of the Federal Republic, Ethiopia’s Parliament 
assembled today and chose Ambassador Sahle Work Zewde as the fourth 
President since the proclamation of the Federal Republic, and the 

seventh person to hold the title of President in Ethiopia’s history. She is only the second female head of 
state of Ethiopia in modern times. It is a significant milestone. 

      
 The chronology of Ethiopian monarchs lists several queens in our ancient past. Makeda Queen 
of Sheba, and the Hindakes being some. Then there was Yodit Gudit who closed the Axumite era and 
ruled with a fist of iron for 40 years. After Yodit though, no woman ascended the throne for centuries. 
Certainly influential Empress Consorts advised their reigning husbands and powerful Queen-Mothers 
ruled as regents for under-aged sons. Particularly in the 1500s and the 1600s Empresses Eleni, Seble 
Wongel, and Mariam Senna are to be mentioned in this capacity. Above all there was Empress 
Mentewab, who upon the death of her husband Emperor Bakafa, was crowned as co-ruler with her 
under-age son Iyasu II and governed the country through his reign and into the reign of her grandson 
Iyoas I, for a good portion of the 1700s. During the late Zemene Mesafint, Empress Menen Liben Amede, 

https://www.facebook.com/skibriye?fref=nf&__tn__=%2Cdm%2AF-R&eid=ARATj7FWeLPeo3DtO9ahGb3F4U5ZQIPI0F2geodldqqXl13jhaT9hikn2MBn7G1bjNoj9MgnSN-zIn_v
https://www.facebook.com/skibriye?fref=nf&__tn__=%2Cdm%2AF-R&eid=ARATj7FWeLPeo3DtO9ahGb3F4U5ZQIPI0F2geodldqqXl13jhaT9hikn2MBn7G1bjNoj9MgnSN-zIn_v
https://www.facebook.com/skibriye?__tn__=%2Cd%2AF%2AF-R&eid=ARDRmx7Gl0_qVXsZa5ouXagSPIM6se3mMoXhgiLtd428yATljUgvwd0c5f2XxBDSYj1uxkNEQzmcI6G0&tn-str=%2AF
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the wife of Emperor Yohannes III, was far more powerful than her ineffectual husband (her son from a 
previous marriage, Ras Ali II being the Enderase and real power). Empress Menen even led an army into 
battle against Tewodros II, her grandson-in-law. And then of course there was Taitu Bitul who ruled at 
the side of Menelik II and reached levels of power not seen for women since Mentewab. 

The facts remains though that none of the women mentioned above after Yodit Gudit held the 
seat of the head of state in their own right. They either held it in trust for young Emperors, or acted on 
behalf of their crowned husbands. 102 years ago in September of 1916, the nobility of the Ethiopian 
Empire gathered in Addis Ababa and removed Lij Iyasu from the throne and for the first time since the 
fall of Axum, placed a woman on the throne of Solomon in her own right. Empress Zewditu was 
proclaimed Elect of God and Queen of Kings of Ethiopia and would reign for 14 years until her death in 
1930. 102 years after Zewditu was crowned, and 88 years after her death, members of Parliament have 
gathered and Ethiopia once again has a woman Head of State in the person of President Sahle Work 
Zewde. 
Ethiopia’s two modern female heads of state have interesting parallels. Empress Zewditu was one of 
Emperor Menelik II’s two daughters. Born while her father was still King of Shewa, she was raised in a 

way appropriate for the daughter of a king of that time. 
She was taught what was then deemed necessary for her 
to function as the wife and mother of powerful men. She 
was trained how to preside over the households and 
support any future husbands and sons. However she was 
raised in households presided over by very powerful and 
remarkable women. Menelik’s second wife Woizero 
Bafena, and his third wife Empress Taitu were formidable 
highly political women in their own right, and their 

influence on a young Zewditu must have been very significant. One of the significant tools of diplomacy 
in that era was royal marriage, so a very young Zewditu can be said to have been engaged in diplomacy 
when she was sent to Mekelle to marry Ras Araya Selassie Yohannes, son and heir of Emperor Yohannes 
IV. She was too young for consummation, and until she reached an appropriate age she was to be raised 
I the Emperor’s Palace. Relations between Emperor Yohannes and the then Negus Menelik were always 

difficult, but they remained stable for as long as 
Zewditu remained married to Ras Araya and lived at the 
Emperor’s court. That fact, and the fact that Emperor 
Yohannes came to adore his daughter-in-law shows 
exactly what a great diplomat Zewditu Menelik really 
was. Her subsequent marriages after the death of her 
first husband were further acts of court diplomacy on 
behalf of her father. President Sahle Work Zewde was 
born into a respected military family during the 
Imperial era. However she was born at a time where 
women’s formal education was encouraged by Emperor 
Haile Selassie, and women were looking to make their 
own mark in a professional manner. She attended 
Addis Ababa’s Lycée Gebre Mariam, and went on to 
study Natural Sciences at the Université de Montpellier, 
one of France’s most prestigious institutions of higher 
learning and among the oldest Universities in the 

world. She then embarked on a long and distinguished diplomatic career serving in the Ethiopian 
Diplomatic Corps as well as the United Nations at senior levels. Today she has been elevated to the 
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Presidency in a manner quite different from the way Zewditu became Empress. I imagine however that 
President Sahle Work Zewde before October 2018 had as little expectation that she would ascend to the 
post of Head of State as Empress Zewditu had before September 1916. However the ups and downs of 
politics and history have placed these women, each remarkable in her own way, to their respective 
places in history. 
I wish every success to President Sahle Work Zewde as she embarks in her new role in service to her 
country and people. 

Chanderpaul receives honorary doctorate      

 
Shivnarine Chanderpaul receiving his honorary doctorate . (UWI St. Augustine Facebook page) 

For 21 years he thrilled fans in the West Indies and all over the world.  On, October 25, he 
received the Honorary Doctor of Laws by the University of the West Indies.  

The 44-year-old is one of the most outstanding batsmen in West Indies history. He is presently 
one of the CWI Ambassadors for the ICC Women’s World T20 tournament – to be played in the West 
Indies from November 9 to 24. 

Jennifer Nero, Director of CWI and Tournament Director of ICC Women’s World T20, paid a 
special tribute to Chanderpaul. 
“We want to congratulate Shivnarine Chanderpaul on this significant honour by UWI. It is well deserved. 
He is an outstanding West Indian, a truly remarkable person who rose to become one of the finest 
cricketers in West Indies history. A student of the game, a wise head, a strong individual, a leader and 
fine example to the young people of this region,” Nero said. 
“He has demonstrated by virtue of his commitment and performances that once you are prepared to 
work hard you will reap reward, respect and global acclaim.” 
Nero added: “Shiv joined our project team for the ICC Women’s World T20 tournament and has made an 
immediate impact, again demonstrating his immense passion for the game and his love for the people of 
the Caribbean.” 

https://s1.stabroeknews.com/images/2018/10/chanderpaulreceiving.jpg
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During his outstanding international career, which spanned over two decades, Shiv played a 
record 161 Test matches. He scored 11,867 runs, including 30 centuries, at an impressive average of 
51.37 runs per innings. 

His top score was 203 not out, which he made on two occasions – against South Africa at his 
home ground in Guyana and against Bangladesh in Dhaka. He also excelled in 268 One-Day 

Internationals and scored 8,778 runs, with a best of 150 not 
out, among his 11 centuries. 
                                                                                                         
Shiv Chanderpaul received his doctorate 
(twitter.com/UWI_StAugustine) In first-class cricket, he has 
so far played 385 matches, and scored 27,545 runs at an 
average of over 53 runs per innings. He has 77 centuries 
and 144 half-centuries so far, with a career-best score of 
303 not out for Guyana against Jamaica at Sabina Park. 

Overall in this professional career, he has so far 
made over 1,000 appearances and scored over 50,000 runs 
– including more than 100 centuries and over 200 half-
centuries. 

He has received several accolades with the most 
significant coming in 2008, when he batted for over 1,000 
minutes without being dismissed and averaged close to 150 
in the Test series against Australia. These awards include 
the Sir Garfield Sobers trophy for ICC Cricketer of the 
Year, Wisden Cricketer of the Year, and WICB West Indies 
Player of the Year. 
 
 
 

 
Advertise in GIHR News.  The rates are unbeatable.  GY$5 per word and for one 
year, full page advertisement, pay only $3,000.00 annually. 
Guyana Institute of Historical Research Online Newspaper Founded as an online 
publication in 2016 in Guyana.  GIHR News is a multimedia company with a 
global reach. 
Subscribe today to GIHR News, for only $1,200.00 per annum 
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19th Century historical records of Georgetown poorly stored in a room at 
dilapidated Constabulary Training School 

 By  

DenisChabrol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

  
Acting Town Clerk, Sharon Harry-Munroe holding bound copies of handwritten records of the 
Georgetown City Council. 

Historical records of Guyana’s capital, Georgetown, dating back to the 1800s, are being poorly 
stored and vulnerable to termites and water damage. 

A visit to the abandoned and dilapidated Municipal Constabulary Training School, Water Street 
by Chairman of the Commission of Inquiry into the operations of the City administration, Retired  Justice 
Cecil Kennard and Legal Officer, Sherwin Benjamin revealed that the records are being poorly stored in a 
room downstairs. 

Some of the material were wrapped in separated packages and stored on shelves, as evidence 
that some curation had been done. Others were in files and appeared to be slowly deteriorating. Bound 
copies of some documents appeared to have been affected termites such as ‘wood ants’. 
Some of the minutes of Council Meetings are handwritten, an indication of how far back they date. 
Experts say decades-old handwritten records should be stored between acid-free paper to minimise 
deterioration. 

Termite-affected minutes of the Georgetown City Council believed to be dating back to the 
1960s. 
They include records of when late Presidents Janet Jagan and Forbes Burnham served as City 
Councillors, employee records, applications by citizens for works approval, employment records, and 
records of Council meetings. 

http://demerarawaves.com/author/demwaves/
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The National Archivist or his representative may examine public records which have not been 
transferred to the National Archives and select those he believes should be preserved and transferred. 
Public records, according to the law, includes those at a local government office. 

Pieces of documents and building plans were also strewn on the floor of the room that, in part, 
looked like a ‘dump’ for old computers and other equipment. 
Acting Town Clerk, Sharon Harry-Munroe told reporters that none of the records, including “bounded 
copies of minutes of old Georgetown”, is missing but they were being stored at the water-logged 
Training School which is “disrepair”. 

 
Building plans and other material strewn of 

the floor of a room at the Municipality’s City 
Constabulary Training School. The building has been 
abandoned due to its state of disrepair. 

She assured that plans were being made to 
rehabilitate the Training School’s storage area for 
the documents or transfer them elsewhere “to 
revive them”. 
“We used to have it done and I think it’s part of the 

preservation of the City we have and there is a lot of information that is actually there that we can share 
with the members of the public and we will revive it,” she said. 
Harry-Munroe said in the past the Public Relations Department had assisted in the preservation of the 
material and now there was need to train more persons.  The Acting Town Clerk said City Hall might 
“very well” hand over the historical records to the National Archives. 
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Knowing more about Ghana in Africa 
by Francis Quamina Farrier 

My recent odyssey in Ghana, was my third visit to that West African Republic, It’s a 
country which I have come to love to visit. The prior visit was when the country was celebrating its fifty 
fifth Independence anniversary on March 6, 2012. 

There were some pleasant surprises for me on this September/October 2018 visit. While the 
country remained its 95 thousand square miles in area, the population has increased from 25 million to 
27 million over the past decade. There have also been two very peaceful General Elections during that 
period, which resulted in a change of government. General Elections are held every four years during 
early December. 

The very first surprise for me as I arrived in the country on September 28, 2018, was at the 
Kotoka International Airport. As I walked from that South African Airlines jet after a ten hour flight from 
the USA, I entered the Terminal Building of the Kotoka International Airport, Accra, and wondered 
whether I was in the right country!  It was a spanking, brand new Terminal building . I had no previous 
knowledge that there was a new Terminal Building at Kotoka, and so I was really pleasantly surprised. 
The floor space of that new Terminal Building is much larger than the previous building, and is almost 
twice the floor space of the Stabroek Market in Georgetown, and with two floors to booth. The lower 
level is for Arrivals and the upper level for Departures.  

Interesting thing, but that impressive new terminal building at the Kotoka International Airport 
in Accra, Ghana, was commissioned at the very same time that the brand new extension at the Cheddi 
Jagan International Airport here in Guyana was commissioned. That was obviously a case of the two 
sister Commonwealth countries, making a similar step forward at the very same time. I need to mention 
a difference between the Kotoka International Airport and the Cheddi Jagan International Airport in 
terms of their locations. While Guyana’s main International airport at Timehri is about 25 miles from the 
Capital, Georgetown, the Kotoka International Airport is within relative walking distance (at least for me) 
from the Capital city Accra, in Ghana.  

My main purpose for this 2018 visit to Ghana, was to see more of that beautiful and historic 
African country, than I did during my two previous visits. I set out to go to some of the towns which I did 
not get to previously; My travels out of the Capital, Accra, took me to Ada and Cape Coast on the 
Atlantic Coast, which for the better part is about twenty to thirty feet above sea level. I also got to the 
inland towns; Kumasi, Sunyani, Techiman and Tamale and a few smaller rural communities, way up 
north into the country’s hinterland. They include Dangme, Saltpond, East Akim, Offinso, Abufoa, 
Kintampo, Kpinkambaya, West Gonja, Nyawrupe, Yapel and Kintampo. There are hundreds of miles of 
well-paved roads away from the coastland, winding through beautiful hills and magnificent mountains, 
and crisscrossing the country to many bustling towns and cute little villages and communities, all 
steeped in Ghanaian culture. Those paved roads also lead into neighbouring countries such as Burkina 
Faso at the north, Togo at the east and Cote d’Ivoire to the west.   

All of the hundreds of miles of streets and roads which I have traversed in Ghana, are littered 
with speed humps, especially where there are schools. “That is to reduce speeding which has taken 
many lives, here in Ghana”, a senior Police Officer told me when I paid a courtesy call at Police 

https://guyaneseonline.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/francil-farrier-new.jpg
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Headquarters in Accra.  Crisscrossing the country for hundreds of miles, I observed many Police Check-
Points. Ghana is very security conscious. However, I did not see any evidence of Police harassment of 
drivers. Every stop which was made of the vehicle I was travelling in (both private and public) was done 
in a professional way. The Motto of the Ghana Police Service is, “Service with Integrity.” 

 There are a few choices getting to Ghana’s hinterland towns and communities. There are mini 
buses; both the regular size and those somewhat larger. Then there are the large coaches with plush 
seats, air conditioning and with a large flat screen up front on which is shown a movie; usually  produced 
in Ghana or Nigeria. There was absolutely no boom-boom box in any of the many mini buses in which I 
travelled in Ghana, neither was there any over-loading. What I found somewhat amusing, is the way the 
conductors stick their bodies from waist up out of the bus as they call out to passengers waiting further 
up the road. Also how they shake their hand as they hail out perspective passengers. Also of note, is that 
all mini buses pull right off the road and on to the parapet, to take on or let off passengers. There is no 
blocking of the flow of traffic. That’s all part of the culture of the Ghanaian mini bus operations. 
Passengers also pay their fare immediately upon entering the mini bus, or as soon as possible thereafter. 
I forgot that at times only to receive a gentle tap on my shoulder from the conductor. Travelling to some 
of the up-country locations can also be done by air as there are fleets of small aircraft serving the far-
flung hinterland towns. 
  Ghana is a country of JUMBO billboards on which are all sorts of messages; from advertising of 
products and services including education and politics, to death announcements. On the latter, there 
would be a large image of the deceased person; in some cases of the elderly, two images, one of the 
person at a younger age and another of a more recent image. Funerals usually take place a month or 
even longer after the person has passed. The actual funeral service sometimes takes over three days 
with various services. I witnessed the funeral of a lady who had died on September 13, 2018 – the 
funeral ceremonies were held on October 5 and 6, 2018. She was 72 years of age and formally of the 
Ghana Health Service, and a Catholic of Faith. Among those I saw at that funeral were some Muslims. I 
mention that, because in Nigeria, Muslims are persecuting Catholics, killing many with impunity, 
including priests, and burning down Catholic Churches. In Ghana, Muslims and Catholics coexist in Peace 
and Harmony. There is also a range of Christian denominations; Catholics, Anglicans, Methodists, 
Pentecostals, Jehovah Witnesses, Adventists, Assemblies of God and others including some 
indigenous Ghanaian religions. At official events which commence with prayers, both Christian and 
Muslim prayers are said. 

 After coups and counter coups in Ghana during the 1960s and 1970s, Ghana has marched 
boldly into the realm of a working Democracy, and in more recent years has set itself a National policy of 
establishing Ghana as, “The Most Peaceful country in Africa.” That was demonstrated when at the 
December 2012 General Elections, the then Opposition Leader, Nana Akufo-Addo, claimed that his 
Party, The New Patriotic Party, was cheated at the Polls. He instructed his Party Members and 
supporters not to go on any public demonstration or engage in any act of violence. His instructions were 
obeyed. He took his case of the elections to the High Court, but lost. Emerging from the courthouse at 
the end of the case, he responded to the Media question as to what would be his reaction, his response 
was, “I do not agree with the decision of the Court, but I will abide by it”. After four years as the Leader 
of the Opposition, Nana Akufo-Addo won the recent General Elections and is now the President of the 
Republic of Ghana. Ghana remains a peaceful country and continues to attract many tourists.  

While I was still in Ghana, former Ghanaian President, Jerry Rawlings, made a public statement 
of support for President Nana Akufo-Addo, describing the current president as a “Cultured Leader”, and 
that, “We must all help him.” It will be recalled that the former President of Ghana, Jerry Rawlings, paid 
a visit to Guyana some years ago. President Akufo-Addo had, just two weeks previously, made a very 
impressive address at the United Nations 73rd. General Assembly in New York, in which he stated, “We 
in Ghana and other parts of the African continent, are determined to pull our countries out of poverty 
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and in to prosperity. We do not think that a nation needs to remain poor, or become poor, for others to 
become prosperous”. Continuing, the Ghanaian president stated, “We believe that there’s room and 
enough resources on this planet for all of us to be prosperous.” Because of the alphabetical order of 
seating, representatives from Guyana and Ghana are usually very close to each other at United Nations 
and other similar International events.  

 One of the National objectives I’ve noticed when visiting Ghana, is the focus on Education, and 
jobs for young people. As a small example, all of the three Boutiques which I patronized while in Ghana, 
were manned by pleasant, professional sales persons under age thirty. 

Quotes of the President of Guyana 

 
1. “If I take you back over the last six months, I went to Trinidad and Tobago to do my annual 

medical examination which is normally done in August. I went in May because of the Congress 
of my party and the impending Local Government Elections.” 

2. “Anglicanism is a product of the Protestant Reformation. We must understand our identity that 
Protestantism came into being to reject the abuses in the old Roman Church. It came into being 
in protest against abuses, so we must not lose our identity and the reason for being Anglican.” 

3. “Unless we get education right, we won’t get anything right in this country. BEST is just a small 
part of this wide field of education. Guyana has to catch up with the rest of the Caribbean and 
the world. We are not as far as we need to be at this stage of our development.” 

4. “People may feel we are making a big song and dance about Local Government Elections (LGE) 
and with every passing day, I feel that this is one of the most important things to have happened 
to Guyana in the last half century. These elections are not ornamental, these elections are not a 
privilege, these elections are a democratic entitlement that you deserve as citizens of Guyana. I 
cannot prevent General and Regional Elections in 2020, similarly I cannot prevent LGE. My party, 
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my coalition, my colleagues didn’t win in 2016, but we are going again because whichever party 
wins represents the voice of the people.” 

5. “Today, I am proud, I am pleased to be here in Mahdia to celebrate the launching of Guyana’s 
10th town.” 

6. “Local Government Elections is about you and about your rights, your entitlement to choose the 
people who you want to represent you; that is what it is all about,” the President said, even as 
he called on the residents to “trust [their] own judgement; trust the people you know”. 

7. “It may seem small but if you know Lethem 20 or 30 years ago, you would see the changes… We 
need to be driven by an idea that this is not about simply winning and sharing out seats, it is 
about improving the municipality of Lethem,” the President said. 

8. “From time immemorial, Guyanese have been producing raw sugar, raw rice, raw gold, raw 
timber, exporting them and when we look at Guyanese we say, “Yall ain’t ready yet because 
your wealth is exported”. The rich countries are the ones that manufacture and process and the 
poor countries are the ones which produce the raw materials. As long as you continue simply 
producing raw materials for export, you will remain poor.” 

9. “Regional development is not something haphazard, you don’t just come here and collect taxes, 
you come here and develop the region. To develop the region you need a plan, the plan has to 
attract investment, infrastructure, and it is starting to work.” 

10. “When you bottle your honey; when you bottle your cassareep; when you package your cassava 
bread or your cashew nut butter or any other product, people will ask you about phytosanitary 
standards… They want to make sure that the product you’re selling them is sanitary; it is sealed, 
and it can last a long time without deteriorating. And you can only do that if you have some 
form of education.” 
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Email address: hazelwoolford@gmail.com 
Call for Papers and Abstracts for 29 June 2019  
Guyana Institute of Historical Research Conference 
Theme: Labour, military history and, migration. 
12th Research Conference 
Hosted by the Guyana Institute of Historical Research 
The Guyana Institute of Historical Research is pleased to call for papers and abstracts for its 12th 
Annual Conference. 
For the 2019 conference, the committee will consider proposals on all aspects of the history of 
labour, military and migration, especially encouraging submissions that reflect on this year’s theme; 
submissions that focus on other topics will also be entertained by the Committee. Submissions of 
pre-organized panels and roundtables are strongly encouraged. 
Panel, roundtable, and poster proposals will include the following information:  
Panel proposals must include a panel title and 300-word abstract summarizing the theme of the 
panel; paper title and a 300-word abstract for each paper proposed; and a one-page professional 
curriculum vitae for each panelist (including the chair and commentator). 
Roundtable proposals must include a roundtable title, a 300-word abstract summarizing the 
roundtable’s themes and points of discussion, and a one-page curriculum vitae for each participant 
(including the moderator, if any). 
Individual paper proposals are also welcome and must include a paper title, 300-word abstract of 
the paper, and one-page vita with contact information and email address. If accepted, individual 
papers will be assigned by the program committee to an appropriate panel with a chair and 
commentator.  Volunteers, who wish to serve as chairs and commentators should send a one-page 
curriculum vitae to one of the following persons: 
GIHR Conference specialist  Syndrene Harris -syndrene@yahoo.com 
Conference committee chair  Tota Mangar -totamangar@gmail.com 
Registrar Hazel Woolford –hazelwoolford@gmail.com 
Proposals will be judged according to the following criteria: 
Proposal explains the topic, research questions, methodologies, and historiographic significance in 
ways that specialists and non-specialists alike can understand. (10 points) 
Proposal presents new findings or revisions of long-held interpretations. (10 points) 
Proposal addresses the conference theme. (5 points) 

Participants may present one paper, serve on a roundtable, or provide panel comments. They 

may not fill more than one of these roles during the conference, with the following exception: 

Members who act as panel chairs may deliver a paper, serve on a roundtable, or offer comments in 

another session. Members who serve as both the chair and commentator of a single session may 

not present in another session. If members attach themselves to more than one proposal in 

violation of the above rules, then the first proposal that arrives will be considered by the program 

committee and any subsequent proposals that include that member will be rejected. 

mailto:hazelwoolford@gmail.com
mailto:-syndrene@yahoo.com
mailto:-totamangar@gmail.com
mailto:–hazelwoolford@gmail.com
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The following GIHR courses run from September to July.   They are available online, as well as in 
packages, for homestudy: 
1. M.A. Historical studies. 
2. Diploma in Historical studies 
3. Certificate in Historical studies 
4. Certificate in African-Guyanese history. 
Cost: $16,000 for 16 weeks; $10,000.00 per unit/$40,000. 00 per trimester/$100.00 per  year                                            

Click, like and, share GIHR Face book, Guyana Institute of Historical Research Diploma in 
historical studies, History Online, and GIHR Montrose Academy pages.   
 
 

 


